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Remember those “word problems” 
you used to have to do in math class? 
Here’s one for you:

Apples are worth $1 each. You can 

either get 10 apples for free or 100 

apples for $10. Which is the better 

value?

Free is always the easy choice, but 100 

right? You should be thinking about your 

digital small business marketing with the 

same mindset. You have to “pay to play,” but 

the value of your investment will improve 

exponentially when you do.

Of course the concept seems elementary 

when explained in those terms, but some 

still might not fully grasp the value in real-

life terms. Many indoor tanning businesses 

are still reluctant to pay for marketing 

that they previously thought of as free, 

but that won’t stimulate growth. Pay-for-

play digital marketing is one of the most 

affordable and effective ways to promote 

your business.

You’re willing to pay for billboards, radio, 

TV and other traditional advertisements 

because you’ve always had to. Don’t shy 

away from paid digital advertising just 

because you used to do it for free; it can 

still be far more affordable and often more 

efficient than traditional media today.

There are many options for digital 

advertising, but the ones that have the 

biggest impacts for tanning businesses 

are Facebook and Google AdWords. As 

marketing guru Georganne Bender says, 

now Facebook is traditional advertising. 

And, Google has become synonymous with 

Internet searches.

By Curt Holloway
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Facebook has changed to force businesses 

to pay them for effective promotions. You 

can be a Facebook content master, but your 

organic results will still pale in comparison 

to the attention you’d garner by paying just a 

few dollars for an ad or promoted post. Even 

if you’ve amassed thousands of Facebook 

followers, only a small percentage of them 

are going to see your posts organically.

You can also use organic search engine 

optimization (SEO) tactics to help your 

Google results, but competitors that are 

paying for Google AdWords will still show 

up above you when potential clients search 

for “tanning salons” or other terms. Instead 

of thinking, “why should I pay for something 

that I can do for free?” consider how much 

you can benefit from these affordable and 

efficient advertising options.

In a recent SmartTan.com poll, just 21 

percent of indoor tanning businesses said 

they promote their business with Google 

AdWords. More, but still not much over 

half of salons said they use paid advertising 

options on Facebook. Realistically, these 

numbers should be 100 percent in 2017. 

Salons know they need to spend money on 

marketing, and traditional marking should 

certainly be a part of everyone’s mix, but 

some are still limiting potential growth by 

remaining reluctant to pay for the right 

digital marketing options. Those that are 

embracing it are reaping the benefits. 

PROOF IN THE PUDDING

Still not sold? Consider some examples of 

how effective Facebook and Adwords have 

been for indoor tanning organizations.

One small tanning chain, that wishes to 

remain anonymous, utilizes paid online 

advertising, taking advantage of the new 

marketing opportunities in our digital world. 

That’s not to say they are pouring gobs of 

money into it, rather using it effectively and 

efficiently on a small business budget.

The salon focuses on Google AdWords 

Search Ads, using general search keywords 

and more specific campaigns that focus on 

terms relating to spray tanning or other 

segments of its business. Some of the most 

effective keywords include “tanning salon,” 

“spray tan” and “tanning lotion.” When people 

search for those terms, and others they’ve 

selected, the salon is almost always the first or 

second business listed in Google results.

Examining the company’s AdWords 

analytics from September 2016 to mid-

that cost, the salon made a total of nearly 

30,000 impressions, meaning it appeared 

in search results for its keywords. More 

importantly, its website was clicked on a 

total of 2142 times for all their search terms. 

So, each time someone found the salon 

website with those search terms, it cost 

The salon chain also uses Facebook 

advertising relatively conservatively, but 

with great efficiency. In February, the salon 

ran an effective advertising campaign, 

promoting a Free Tan Weekend in 

conjunction with membership and lotion 

post reached a specifically targeted audience 

of 11,500 people, was clicked 126 times, 

shared 34 and commented on 20 times. The 

most important number there is again the 

clicks; less than one dollar for each clear 

engagement is a highly effective rate.

To fully understand the value of paid 

Facebook advertising, you also need to 

consider the difference between Facebook 

posts that are promoted and those that are 

not. A recent post of a product special by 

the salon that was not promoted reached 

just 737 people, with just 10 engagements. 

In contrast, a post about a new service being 

almost 5,000 people with 521 engagements. 

Look at the promotional value that was 

While it has a slightly different focus than 

your business, the Joint Canadian Tanning 

Association is another tanning organization 

that has experienced tremendous results 

with its paid digital marketing. The JCTA 

uses a consumer-focused website, Google 

AdWords and a consumer-oriented 

Facebook Page to promote information 

about tanning and drive people to Canadian 

member salons.

AdWords is a particularly applicable 

medium for the JCTA’s goals. Because the 

JCTA pays for Search Ads, people who are 

searching for tanning salons or information 

about tanning are exposed to the JCTA’s 

balanced message about UV, rather than 

only the biased views of some medical and 

advocacy organizations. The ads also take 

people to the JCTA’s Salon Finder to drive 

potential tanners to the JCTA-member 

salons that fund the advertising.

Keywords like “tanning salons” and “spray 

tanning” have been effective at driving clicks. 

Taking a different approach, keywords such 

as “vacation” and “beach” have also drawn 

viewers that might be interested in tanning 

before a sunny vacation. From December 

2016 to mid-February, the JCTA’s keyword 

advertising made more than 950,000 

consumer impressions, drawing more than 

3,000 clicks at a per-click cost of less than 

25 cents. That’s less than a quarter to draw 

a person that’s interested in tanning-related 

subjects to your website!

The JCTA’s consumer Facebook Page is 

also a great success, with more than 21,000 

followers, burgeoned by newsfeed ads, 

promoted posts and contests. Video and 

“Google AdWords does cost money, however, it’s very flexible when it comes to the 
management of your campaign. There are no contracts or obligations so you can 

cancel your ads at any time.”

– SMART TAN MARKETING MANAGER, LYDIA CALDERON
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photo newsfeed ads that target a specific 

demographic across Canada promote 

tanning as a part of the consumer’s everyday 

lifestyle. In February, the JCTA reached 

more than 300,000 people with this 

particular campaign and garnered nearly 

13,000 clicks, paying just 40 cents per click!

Along with newsfeed ads, the JCTA has also 

used promoted, or boosted, posts to gain 

followers, increase engagement and promote 

responsible tanning. Monthly educational 

posts provide information about the positives 

of tanning. As for the effectiveness of paid 

advertising for those posts, consider that 

one recent post about avoiding vitamin D 

deficiency reached 43,000 people after being 

 In contrast, a post about 

country singer Keith Urban going to a tanning 

salon before the Grammy Awards was not 

promoted and reached less than 800 people. 

BOOK IT

While there are plenty of reports about 

Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat becoming 

more popular, Facebook is still the end-

all-be-all social medium for small business 

marketing. Other platforms simply don’t 

lend themselves to the ease and effectiveness 

that Facebook does.

There are three primary types of paid 

advertising via Facebook. You can run 

Page Post Link Ads, or “newsfeed ads,” that 

appear on the newsfeed of your targeted 

audience, but not actually on your Facebook 

Page. This is the method the JCTA uses for 

its “lifestyle” campaign ads.

You can also pay to promote anything you 

post to your followers. It’s just like any post 

you make on Facebook, except you pay for a 

specific audience to see it. You’ve surely seen 

the “Boost Post” button while managing 

your account before, even if you haven’t 

used it. The salon chain discussed earlier 

uses this method exclusively.

The other option is to put ads on the right 

side of the page where you’ll see other ads 

from other companies, but Bender advises 

sticking to newsfeed ads and promoted 

posts, as they appear larger on screen and 

are perceived as more natural, like a normal 

post from one of the viewer’s friends.

“I run ads, and they work,” Bender says. 

“You get to drill it down to exactly who you 

want to teach. It’s very targeted and very 

specific and you control it. If you want to 

spend five bucks, you spend five. If you want 

to spend 300, you do that. You can stop it, 

you can pause it; it’s really the most flexible 

advertising we have.”

Again, the primary benefit of Facebook 

advertising is knowing exactly what you’re 

getting, who you’re reaching and how 

they reacted. You set your budget over 

the amount of time you want, and you 

know that budget guarantees that a certain 

amount of people will view the ad. More 

specifically, you can target the audience 

to those who like your Page, their friends, 

people in your area, age demographics, even 

people that have certain interests expressed 

on their profiles. Facebook ad analytics are 

easy to understand and give you in-depth 

information about how your ad performed.

“They need to look at their insights,” Bender 

says, “That’ll tell you how you’re doing, what 

people like. We’ll put important info and 

people don’t really like it. We’re known for 

stupid pictures now, and those go crazy. You 

have to find what your customers want from 

you.”

When you create an ad or promote a post, 

just make sure it’s worth it. There’s no need 

to promote every post, even though that 

means many people might not see every 

post. Use promoted posts and ads that 

will drive business – specials, new service 

and product announcements and focused 

advertisements. You can also use these ads to 

gain new followers for a better organic reach 

– try specials that require people to Like 

your Page! But you’re better off spending 

more on those posts that will directly make 

you money than making sure everybody sees 

every informational or educational post you 

make. 

“About every six posts, you can sell 

something from your salon, but you want 

to make them look like they’re informative, 

and you’re not just selling,” Bender says. 

“If I’m selling tanning, I’m going to post a 

tanning bed and tell them about it, and then 

tell them it’s a special this week. That’s the 

one you want to pay to promote.”

KEY(WORD)S TO SUCCESS

The reason using Google Adwords for your 

business is a no-brainer can be summed up 

in three words: pay per click. With Google’s 

PPC structure, every dollar you spend is 

directly tied to someone visiting your website 

and learning why they should check out your 

business. Even better, there’s nothing random 

about the people that you’re paying to attract. 

They are all interested in whatever keywords 

you select, whether it’s “tanning salon,” 

“spray tan,” “tanning lotion,” or anything else. 

They’re specifically searching for the things 

that you provide; that’s like having a billboard 

that only people that tan drive by. The 

website page you’re sending them to then just 

has to be strong enough to drive them into 

the salon.

There are multiple ways to use AdWords 

to promote your business. You can select 

keywords with Search Ads that will ensure 

that your page shows up at or near the top 

when those terms are searched in your 

area, like the salon chain and JCTA do. Just 

choose what you want your listing to say, 

pick your keywords that will lead to it, and 

set a daily budget that you want to spend 

over the duration of your campaign. If not 

enough people are clicking your listing, then 

the full budget simply won’t be used.

You can also use AdWords to run Display 

Ads that will present your images or 

video on a targeted selection of websites 

of websites and apps. You can select the 

places you want your ad to be seen by 

demographics and interests, however this 

options will not be quite as highly targeted 

as Search Ads. Display ads can certainly be 

effective, and you still pay per click, but 

Search Ads are the must-have format if 

you’re only going to choose one. 

Like Facebook, AdWords is a spectacular 

Use promoted posts and 
ads that will drive business 
– specials, new service and 

product announcements and 
focused advertisements. 

You can also use these ads 
to gain new followers for a 
better organic reach – try 

specials that require people 
to Like your Page!
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medium because of flexibility. You’ll receive 

detailed analytics on the performance of each 

keyword and ad, including views, clicks, 

demographics of viewers, cost per click, 

viewing location and more. The key is to 

try different words, ads and locations and 

see what works, then modify your choices 

and spending to focus on the most effective 

options. Over time, you’ll perfect the process, 

increase efficiency and maximize your reach.

“Google AdWords does cost money,” says 

Smart Tan Marketing Manager Lydia 

Calderon. “However, it’s very flexible when it 

comes to the management of your campaign. 

There are no contracts or obligations so you 

can cancel your ads at any time. Also, you 

only pay when someone clicks on your link 

or calls. You can target your customers and 

drive traffic to your website through Google 

AdWords as well. Through search and display 

ads, you can reach your target audience on 

various platforms, whether it be on a blog or 

social networking site.”

The other important consideration with both 

AdWords and Facebook advertising is that 

most ads are being viewed on mobile devices 

these days. For example, one JCTA keyword 

received 84 clicks on mobile devices and just 

33 clicks on desktop. That should always be 

part of your thought process when you’re 

designing your listings and ads.

“Screen sizes are different for mobile vs. 

computers, so you will have to design 

accordingly,” says Calderon. “Mobile ads are 

usually more simple since they’re smaller; 

desktop ads can be big and a little more 

complex. Also, mobile ads are known to drive 

engagement due to the social media apps 

already on the phone. They’re more likely 

to share something with a simple click of a 

button to their app.”

YOU’RE NOT ALONE

Along with just not understanding the value 

of these digital platforms, lack of technological 

savvy can be another major stress factor 

for tanning business owners. If you’re 

experiencing that, you’re certainly not alone. 

Many salon owners seem hesitant to give try 

media with which they’re not experienced.

But you’re also not alone when you do decide 

to dive in. Your employees can be helpful, and 

if you’re concerned about the complexity, don’t 

worry. Both Facebook and Google want to 

make it as easy as possible for you to advertise 

with them. They provide detailed information 

about your options and how to execute your 

campaigns, and also have customer service 

representatives to assist you as needed.

Remember, you can start by paying as little as 

you want for these types of advertising, then 

gradually increase your budget as you become 

more comfortable and confident in your 

results. The first step is always the hardest, 

but it will be well worth the effort in the end.

For more information, visit www.adwords.

google.com and www.facebook.com/business.

PAY TO PLAY


